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The memory of the London riots two years ago is still vivid and there’s similar unrest in brazil 
and Turkey as we speak.

but there are fresh reports of riots spreading in parts of London led by, rumour has it, Dizzee 
Rascal and Teddy Sky.  However, this gang of troublemakers is different…  They fucking love 
London and they’re hell-bent on making it a nicer place.

after a horrifying rampage of goodwill, the do-gooders have a face-off with riot police.  Will 
this be more destructive than the blitz or more unifying than the Royal Wedding?  more mean 
Streets or more Sesame Street?  We will see…
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00:00 – 00:14
In slow-motion: Teddy lifts a bandana over his mouth for the muffled 
vocal.  Five other angry looking youths cover their faces.  They turn.

00:15 – 00:30
Dizzee struts along the street with purpose, barking city names 
through a loud speaker.  passer-bys look intimidated.  He joins Teddy at 
the head of the gang.

00:31 – 00:59 
The group swagger through the street looking dangerous as Dizzee 
raps.  a shopkeeper turns his sign to ‘closed’, a mother turns her boy 
to look away, and a homeless man grasps his change.

01:00 – 01:29
The gang stop to face a sports shop and Teddy pulls down his mask.  
The owner runs out and starts winding down the metal shutters, but 
it’s painfully slow.  The gang pull out objects from their jackets.  They’re 
probably missiles, but we can’t see them.  One licks his lips; he’s gonna 
get himself some sweet new trainers.  Dizzee and Teddy look on as 
their gang charge at the shop window.
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01:30 – 01:45
Suddenly one of the gang throws a bucket of water at the window, 
another squeegees and another polishes.  The shop owner looks on 
bemused.  Dizzee inspects the cleaning job, and gives the owner a 
broad smile.  Next job.

01:45 – 02:13
Dizzee raps creed, colour and race as the gang turn to face him, 
revealing their different ethnicities.  He points them towards an 
electronics shop and they charge in, returning with looted plasma 
screen boxes which they stamp down and place in the recycling 
dumpster.  

a couple of the gang slam the dumpster against a tree and climb 
on top – they’re out of control!  They reach up to retrieve a kitten 
and hand it to the little boy from before  who’s holding ‘missing cat’ 
posters.

On ‘blaze it up’ Teddy empties some petrol into the dumpster and sets 
it alight - the gang hollers before running away.

02:14 – 02:57
The gang brings the homeless man to the burning dumpster to keep 
him warm.  another gang member puts marshmallows on a twig and 
they enjoy s’mores.  

They circle an asian student who cowers with fear as they check his 
backpack.  Dizzee comes over with a packed lunch and they slot it in 
his bag, wipe a smudge off his face and see him on his way.

One puts a dog poo in the bin, covering his nose with his bandana.
One corrects the grammar in a young boy’s graffiti.

They jump in front of a car and bang the bonnet aggressively.  a rioter 
helps an old lady cross the road whilst another checks the driver’s oil 
and another puts an air freshener on the rearview mirror.
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02:58 – 03:41
Suddenly they all stop, look up and regroup.  They replace their 
bandanas and balaclavas and tense up.  Teddy’s vocal is muffled under 
his bandana.  an armoured van pulls up and eight armed riot police 
march out.  They line up with visors down and shields up.  One cocks 
a teargas gun.

The gang arms themselves.  One grabs a table and another grabs 
a steal chair.  One lights a molotov cocktail, one picks up big stick.  
Dizzee and Teddy step forward.  If we can afford it, a police horse 
steps forward (but more likely a police dog).  The dog gnashes wildly.

The police fire a teargas grenade that bounces forward.  A moment 
of calm.  The rioters charge with fury.

03:42 – 04:00
The gas grenade ignites like a red flare as they clash in an almighty 
display of affection and harmony.  The table and chairs are laid out and 
the rioter and officer have an al fresco dinner with a Molotov cocktail 
for candlelight.  A rioter and officer exchange headwear like at the 
end of a football match.  a rioter plays fetch with the police dog.  a 
rioter and officer are making out on the floor.

Dizzee and Teddy hold up the smoking red flare in the air and the 
camera pulls up to reveal red smoke in the street next door.  The 
riots have already spread.  We pull back further until we see the 
whole of London, the red flares forming the outline of a citywide love 
heart.  I fucking love this town.

THE END.
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cities around the world are facing sights of unrest.  I want to turn these ugly scenes into something 
beautiful in this tongue-in-cheek riot of goodwill.

Dizzee and Teddy are the ringleaders.  They look terrifying as they swagger in their gang.  but they 
smile encouragingly as they impose the onslaught of kindness.

TONE

LOcaTION
These horrifying scenes will take place in one day on a quiet street in London.  We’ll need a 
couple of shops, perhaps somewhere pedestrianised.  The sleepier the location, the more brutal 
the mayhem.
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STYLE
This, but with more do-gooding:
Jay-z and Kanye West’s No church in the Wild

This is a great reference for the camera, performances and styling.  The camera will be as cinematic, our gang will 
look as terrifying and the environment will be as authentic. 

http://bit.ly/KUsKPr
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Thanks for reading!  I’d be pleased to hear your thoughts.

Ian Robertson


